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Men’s basketball player indefinitely suspended from team

A

MEMBER of the men’s basketball team, sophomore forward Kenny Grant, has
been suspended indefinitely for a violation of team rules.
No information has been announced as to why the general liberal arts
major has been penalized, but he is forbidden from any team activities,
including practices and games, until further notice.
As one of two returning sophomores, Grant had been expected to play a key
role on the team this season. Head Coach Kevin Baggett told GoBroncs in early
September he expected Grant to play center or “provide significant minutes coming
off the bench.”
While he struggled with an injury prior to the start of his rookie year, Grant
played in 24 games during the 2014-15 season. Averaging 3.8 minutes played per
game, he had a 35.7 field-goal percentage. He averaged 0.4 ppg, 0.8 rebounds per
game and 0.2 blocks per game.

SECURITY BRIEFS
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Taking notes

Suspicious smells

Caught in the act

They must have misplaced their notebooks. On
Sept. 22 at 11:04 p.m., Public Safety was called to
Conover Hall on a report regarding a vandalism.
Upon the officers’ arrival, they searched the building
and found graffiti containing vulgar language on a
sprinkler pipe in the dorm’s A Lounge. There were no
witnesses to the incident and no suspect has been
determined. A report of the incident was sent to
facilities.

This guest got a little too relaxed for a visit. On
Sept. 27 at 8:30 p.m., Public Safety received a call
concerning a smell of suspected marijuana coming
from one of the rooms in Poyda Hall. As two officers
arrived on the scene, both smelled what they suspected was marijuana. When the two officers located
the room the smell was coming from, they knocked
on the door and were given permission to search the
room, where drug paraphernalia was found. It turned
out the marijuana and paraphernalia in question was
owned by a guest in the room. The guest was arrested
and charged with possession.

She couldn’t even try to deny it. On Sept. 26 at 3:16
a.m., a Public Safety officer, who was conducting a
Park, Walk and Talk of Poyda Hall, heard loud voices
coming from one of the rooms. The officer requested
the assistance of the RA on-duty. They knocked on
the door and gained entry into the room. During this
time, the officer and RA witnessed an underaged
student attempting to conceal an alcoholic beverage container from view. A total of six students were
charged with violating the social code set within
The Source. The matter has been referred to Office of
Community Standards.

Assault reports on campus force extra precautions
Cont’d from P. 1

unlocked apartment in West Village
B and touched a female visitor on the
shoulder while she was sleeping in the
common area, according to Anthony
Campbell, dean of students. When the
woman awoke, the suspect fled and no
one was injured. That incident was not
reported to the university until noon
of the following day, and then a Rider
Alert was issued.
“We sent out the timely warning, did
an investigation, we looked at the videos, talked to students in the room and
we didn’t have any good leads at that
point, but were working with what we
had and trying to find out more by talking with the visitor and the students,”
said Campbell.
A second incidence of sexual assault
was reported on Sept. 18 from Poyda
Hall. Lawrence Township Police had
a suspect in custody and an investigation commenced. The case was deemed
unfounded, according to Lt. Joseph
Amodio. No Rider Alert was sent out.
The third assault took place on
Sept. 27 in West Village B at 4:50 a.m.
According to Campbell, an unidentified
white male entered an unlocked apartment and touched a female student’s
breast while she was sleeping. When she
awoke, the suspect fled.
“We know he came in by following
someone through the door, and we have
a very good video image of that person,
which we shared with the police,” said

Campbell. “There was no physical
injury but definitely a lot of fear; it was
psychologically disruptive.”
Campus and township authorities
were on campus by 5:30 a.m. once the
third incident was reported.
“When we got there, there were
two detectives, patrol officers from
Lawrence Township police (LPD) and
Public Safety officers that were questioning,” said Campbell. “We started
the process. Public Safety and I were
with police until about midnight. We
had a conference call with the chief of
police in the afternoon and they said
we could release a description of the
person, and so we came out with the
second timely warning. Later that night
I met with the West Village people in
the BLC.”
A separate incident occurred at the
Delta Phi Epsilon (DPE) sorority house
on Sept. 26 around 4 a.m. where an
unidentified man was seen walking
through the house. A female student
called her male friends, who scared him
off. The occurrence was not reported
to Public Safety until 12 hours after it
occurred, and according to Campbell,
there was no need to send an alert to
the community because there was no
longer an imminent danger. It is not
known if the same person was involved
in all occurrences.
“There were definitely similarities
from the first incident, but I cannot

say for sure until we apprehend the
person,” Campbell said.
A female student who lives in the
DPE sorority house said everyone
in the house is taking safety more
seriously.
“It was a frightening experience,”
she said. “We all are taking precautions
and trying to stay as safe as possible.”
Campbell said the university is working closely law enforcement in the area.
“The safety of our students is
absolutely our first priority,” he said.
“What we have also done is added an
additional Public Safety officer between
10 p.m. and 6 a.m. at West Village and
also behind the sorority houses. The
police have a person of interest, but we
cannot go any further than that because
the investigation is ongoing. We’re
going to work with them until we get
this case solved.”
A female West Village B resident
who asked not to be identified said she
feels uneasy living in her dorm and that
the university should do more to let
students know what is happening.
“The school is informing us of all
that they are at liberty to, but definitely
more information is out there that we
have no idea of,” she said. “Students
need to become aware of any new
information moving forward. It is a
difficult situation and obviously there
is always more to be done. It will be
interesting to see if there are going to

Elliott, president for 21 years, dies
Cont’d from P. 1

Before his time at Rider he
was a curator of history and an
assistant professor of history at
Michigan State University; associate dean of the School of General
Studies at Columbia University;
director of the Division of Arts

and Sciences at SUNY-Cortland;
and a vice president at Hofstra
University.
When Elliott retired in 1990,
the Board of Trustees decided
that, to honor his legacy, the
university would recognize Rider

employees who exhibit the same
spirit Elliott embodied. The Frank
N. Elliott Award was presented in
1991 and is awarded annually to a
faculty, administration and support
staff in recognition of their service
to Rider.

be major changes as far as security,
maybe even add more cameras, even if
just temporarily. I definitely feel that I
have to be more on my guard.”
“I would not say that I feel completely safe at the moment, and I know
others feel the same way. There are
measures that the university can take to
help with that.”
Students at the SGA senate meeting held on Sept. 29 raised questions
regarding the security of buildings on
campus. The university is now taking the initiative to disable all handicapped-accessible doors in the rear of
the West Village dorms.
“We want people to know if they see
something, say something, even if it’s
little, tell us,” said Campbell. “We’re
asking people to lock their doors. We
are doing a knock and lock program
where we have Public Safety and RAs
knocking on doors to make sure they
are locked. If they’re not locked we’re
going to lock them and put a note on
the door. We want to remind people to
be secure and lock your door.
“We want a good community, and
when the door is open and everybody
is around that is one thing, but when
you’re sleeping, or you’re not there, it’s
a good idea to lock your door. We’re
not going to rest until we can ensure
that our students are totally safe.”

is looking
for more
writers in
all sections.
Come to meetings Wednesday at 5pm
in the basement of Ridge House.
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Barnes & Noble College turns the page

I

By Kierstin Molnaur and Abby Murk

early morning hours of July 27,
shelves were stocked while nervous
managers anticipated Aug. 3.
The transition from Follett to
Barnes & Noble College was a quick
one. It required employees from several
different stores in the region to come
in and put together the store for its
opening.
“We were given access to the bookstore on July 27 and we basically had
a week to remodel, get new fixtures in,
remerchandise and open for business by
August 3,” said the bookstore manager,
Deana Reed. “We had managers from
all the way down in West Virginia to
stay for the week to help us. I’m very
grateful for my coworkers because they
did miracles in that week. At times, we
had about 30 Barnes & Noble employees come in.”
The bookstores on both the
Lawrenceville and Westminster campuses are now represented and managed
by Barnes & Noble College, providing
class materials, supplies and a large
selection of common interest books.
DonnaJean Fredeen, provost and
vice president of academic affairs, said
the university is pleased with the transition from the previous company, Follett.
“Barnes & Noble College has a
well-known reputation for customer
service, and is committed to providing
superior merchandise and affordable
textbooks for our students on both of
our campuses,” said Fredeen. “We are
excited to bring the resources of Barnes
& Noble College to Rider University.”
The company provides textbooks in
multiple formats to suit student needs.
It has developed a modern digital
platform called Yuzu, which provides
a selection of new and used books that
are frequently required course materials, as well as an online and in-store
rental textbook program.
The bookstore is a test store for a
new program that implements a “lowest

Emily Kelley/The Rider News

N the

The bookstores on both campuses saw a transition in management from Follett to Barnes & Noble this
past summer. The new staff had only about a week to prepare.
price guarantee,” according to Reed.
The price-match program allows students to purchase a normally avoided
new textbook for a significantly lower
cost as long as they bring a competitor’s
less expensive price to staff attention.
The program also works for used and
rental textbooks as long as they are not
from the third party marketplace and
the rental term period is the same as
the bookstore.
“If a student finds a book from
Amazon that is $20 less expensive than
our store and they already purchased
it from us, they can come back within
seven days and get a gift card for the
difference,” said Reed. “If they come
to us with that price when they are
purchasing the book, then we will
match that price. But it cannot be
from a third-party marketplace. If it is
from Amazon, it must be bought from
Amazon and shipped from Amazon.”
Westminster Choir College’s bookstore also received upgrades, including

technological advancements, building
refurbishments and performance space
additions.
Millie Richardson, store manager at
the Princeton campus for 17 years, said
the turnover from Follett to Barnes &
Noble has made a substantial impact.
“I think the tradeoff is great,”
Richardson said. “It’s nice that people
are able to have the amenities that
Barnes & Noble is offering.”
According to Richardson, the layout
of the Princeton store is now easier
to navigate quickly, which is a plus for
busy students. She loves the renovations
to the upstairs textbook area. Now,
there are noticeably larger signs over
the tops of shelves indicating the subjects of the books below. Additionally,
not having to use book vouchers is
praised by both the students and
Richardson. Even with these changes,
students can still buy the same sheet
music, textbooks, snacks and beverages
with more options presented to them.

It is worth noting that there are
more buying options in the sheet
music section than what is represented.
Students, professors and local musicians
alike can still get what they need at the
Westminster bookstore, even if it isn’t
lined up on the shelf. Anything can be
ordered online or through a form at the
front desk of the store.
The online bookstore for both
campuses will also be controlled by
Barnes & Noble College. In addition,
the store features a larger selection of
Rider University apparel, new technology, laptops and music materials. The
store on the Princeton campus is a
place where students can relax, study
and enjoy free time. Rider faculty will
also have advanced access to an online
community called FacultyEnlight (www.
facultyenlight.com). This access is a
streamlined textbook adoption platform that combines advanced search
capabilities with detailed information
on course material formats, reviews and
pricing by other faculty.
Overall, Reed is excited for
the future of the bookstore on the
Lawrenceville campus because the store
will be implementing several events to
get students to look forward to visiting.
“The first event is the ‘Boo-store
Bash,’” said Reed. The event is a
Halloween-themed night with movie
clips, popcorn, refreshments, raffles,
games and a photo-booth. It is scheduled for Oct. 20 from 6-9 p.m.
“We don’t want to be just the bookstore and I don’t want to be just the
bookstore manager,” she said. “I want
students to be here just because they
want to see what’s new and exciting. We
want to be a part of the campus.”
Additional reporting by Julia Corrigan

Kennedy Center expands the arts for Trenton kids

T

By Thomas Albano
RENTON may soon be alive with the sounds of
music when Westminster College of the Arts plays
a key role for the city’s part in the Ensuring the Arts
for Any Given Child program.
Any Given Child, overseen by the John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts in Washington, D.C.,
helps ensure a long-term plan in arts education for
students from kindergarten through eighth grade in
various cities. For Trenton, Any Given Child will make
use of the Kennedy Center, the city’s public schools
and other local organizations to help create a strategy
for education in the arts.
Trenton is not only the 19th partner city in the U.S.
to be selected for the program, but also is the first in
the Northeast.
“The Kennedy Center’s Any Given Child grant offers
a wonderful opportunity for our children’s school and
the City of Trenton,” Trenton Mayor Eric Jackson
said. “It will showcase the talent of our children and
teaching staff and highlight the rich and diverse artistic and cultural community which calls Trenton home.
My office looks forward to working with other members of the Community Arts Team in the development
and implementation of a strategic arts education plan
working directly with the Kennedy Center for the
Trenton school district.”
Rider will be a strategic partner for Trenton’s participation in Any Given Child, with resources and expertise from the university being used for the program’s
benefit. Westminster College of the Arts faculty and
students will help bring learning experiences and

opportunities to the program.
According to Matthew Shaftel, dean of the
Westminster College of the Arts, this program will
help benefit arts students both in and out of the
classroom.
“Students participating in the arts are engaged in
life and are empowered to be fulfilled, responsible
citizens who make a profound, positive impact on our
world,” Shaftel said. “We also understand the importance of strategic partnerships in achieving this goal,
and therefore are proud to be engaged in this exciting
program, and look forward to bringing our talented
students to the schools in the city of Trenton.”
The program will consist of two phases. The first
will see a thorough review of arts education in the city
schools by representatives from the Kennedy Center
and the Trenton Public Education Foundation. This
will help determine what resources the city already
has and what improvements are needed. This phase,
which will help the community create a plan to
improve arts education in Trenton, will take about
nine months to complete.
The second phase will then see a committee help
put the plan into action, making recommendations
to the school district and the local arts organizations. They may bring in resources from the Kennedy
Center if needed, such as professional development
for teachers and online supplemental lessons.
On Sept. 24, the first of seven meetings throughout
the school year of a Community Arts Team was held
at the Trenton Board of Education building. At this
meeting, the Community Arts Team, brought together

by the Trenton Public Education Foundation, began
working on an arts education plan for students in kindergarten through eighth grade. The plan is expected
to be announced in late summer.
According to a press release, the Trenton Public
Education Foundation will coordinate this project
in partnership with the Trenton School District, the
Mayor’s Office, local arts groups, and the business and
higher education communities.
According to those behind Any Given Child, including Kennedy Center senior vice president of education Mario Rossero, the program’s development in
other areas has resulted in successes, such as the hiring
of more arts teachers and communities expanding
offers in the arts for students.
“The students of Trenton are on the path to be
inspired and energized through the arts,” he said. “We
are particularly grateful to our National Committee
member, Georgeanne Moss, to the Trenton Public
Education Foundation which submitted the application on behalf of the Trenton School District and
to Mayor Jackson and [Trenton Public Schools
Superintendent] Dr. [Francisco] Durán, for their
tireless efforts to bring this day to fruition. We look
forward to seeing the positive impact this program will
have on the Trenton community.”
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Papal visit attracts few of college age

T

HIS weekend’s Philadelphia papal
visit attracted crowds from across
the globe, totaling over a half-million people, with college students
making up a tiny percentage. Although
members of this generation were few
and far between, a few were found to
have even more religious passion than
the older majority.
Rider student journalists and photographers covered Sunday’s events,
keeping an eye open for fellow collegians from local universities. They
found few.
Most students stayed home or
watched between NFL games from
the comfort of their dorms, choosing
to avoid the chaos that comes with a
crowd, while some Catholic college and
high school students from across the
country attended the festivities.
“This is monumental,” University
of Notre Dame student Matthew
Brown, 21, said. “Pope Francis is such
an inspiration, and it’s an amazing feeling being around 1 million Catholics.
I don’t know why you wouldn’t take
advantage of this opportunity, especially if you go to a Philadelphia
school.”
Notre Dame sweatshirts and hats
were scattered throughout the city as
over 400 students traveled from Indiana
to see the pope. Matt Gambetta, 19,
attributed Francis’ fame to his liberal
views on religious, political and social
stances.
“What is different about this pope
is that he has so much mass appeal
compared to other pontiffs,” Gambetta
said. “Francis especially appeals to the
youth with problems such as poverty,
which is apparently an issue which is
important to us.”
As for the hundreds of thousands

Emily Kelley/The Rider News

By Shanna O’Mara

Mary-Lyn Buckley, left, Neil Rasbury, Hayley Fahey and Claire Dalzon were among several Rider journalism and photography students who traveled
to Philadelphia on Sept. 27 for Pope Francis’ visit. They interviewed the few college students they ran into.
who flooded the streets of Philadelphia,
Gambetta called it a “good turnout.”
“That’s more people than Jesus saw
in his lifetime,” he said.
However, other attendees were surprised more young people did not come
out to show support for His Holiness.
“There are definitely college
groups,” George Elia, a 20-year-old
Rutgers student, said. “But the majority of the people here are families and
older people. Even politically speaking,
the pope is a very important figure in
the world. I think more people should
have come.”
One group of high school students
certainly got the memo and traveled
more than 24 hours from Little Rock,
Ark., with hopes of catching a glimpse
of this world leader. Exhausted but
optimistic, these students paid their
own way to witness this “eye-opening
experience” in a city filled with people

of all religious backgrounds and beliefs.
Although the common thread
among the audience members
seemed to be support for the pope
and Catholicism, a few outliers made
their presence known. At 19th and
Callowhill, where congestion built
before access to the scene of the Mass,
protesters yelled in the faces of followers, calling their pontiff idol the
anti-Christ while suggesting they “walk
in line to the slaughterhouse.”
This negative outlook couldn’t
deter true followers’ excitement as they
neared the man they have come to love
since he was elected pope in March
2013. Many groups chanted “Jesus
loves you, so do we” while passing by
the protesters. “They’re practicing their
freedom of speech,” Elia said, referring
to the protesters.
As Pope Francis made his way
through the large crowd in the

Pope-mobile before the 4 p.m.
Mass, worshipers gathered near the
Jumbotrons preparing for the service.
Earlier in the day, people rejoiced
in song and dance near the Jumbotron
on Spring Garden Street and 19th. But
as the service began, this atmosphere
quickly turned to attentive silence.
Not everyone was feeling the brotherly love in the city of such, but all who
attended this Mass left with a sense of
broadened thinking.
“The day didn’t go as we had
planned,” Megan Kenny, 19, of
Rutgers said, “but I couldn’t have
asked for a better time. The city of
Philadelphia did a really good job
preparing for the event, making sure
everything ran smoothly. It was an
experience I’m glad I didn’t miss.”
Additional reporting by Hayley Fahey

Former governor talks prison re-entry, reform

L

By Gianluca D’Elia

resigning from his position as Governor
of New Jersey in 2004, Hon. James E. McGreevey
discovered a new passion: prison reform and reentry. In his address to the Rebovich Institute of
New Jersey Politics on Sept. 28, the former governor
stressed the importance of changing American correctional facilities.
McGreevey said there are three important factors
that will improve prisons: addiction treatment, a better
effort to change behaviors, and educational training.
“We spend $74 billion a year on an enterprise that
has, at best, a 1/3 success rate,” McGreevey said.
“Instead of spending $74 billion on prisons that have
a 2/3 failure rate, why don’t we get better treatment
at a fraction of that cost that treats the systemic causes
of criminal behavior?”
The former governor said he believes much of
what happens in American prisons is a result of earlier
mistakes, including but not limited to failed education
systems, poor after-school programs and inadequate
healthcare. He pointed out a shocking statistic: 66 to
68 percent of ex-prisoners return to jail within 5 years
for a new felony.
“We have to look deeper at this problem,”
McGreevey said. “70 percent of people behind bars
are addicts or alcoholics. Only 11 percent receive
treatment. So 89 percent of that 70 percent are sleepwalking, fighting or cursing their way through prison.”
McGreevey encouraged the audience to think
about the reality of addiction. There has always
been an opiate addiction crisis in America, especially
in urban areas, but McGreevey argued that many
Americans did not wake up to this fact until addiction
spread into white suburbs. He said the rate of overdose in areas such as Ocean and Cape May County is
“shocking and sad.”

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

ONG after

Fomer governor James E. McGreevey spoke in the Mercer Room
on Sept. 28 about prison reform in America.
“Addiction is a disease that needs to be treated,”
said McGreevey. “We can spend $45,000 a year to
incarcerate somebody, or we can spend a fraction of
that cost on addiction treatment.”
Changing behaviors is also an important part of
prison reform, he said. Almost every psychological
study of prisons says inmates’ behavior and psychological health are worsened by their experiences in
prison.
He asked the audience, “If you’re trying to change
people’s behavior – people that have been arrested
for the first time – would you put them in a facility

with people who have engaged in the worst acts of the
community? If you want to change people’s behavior,
why would you put them in a place where the behavior of everyone around them is substantially worse?”
The third area that McGreevey believes prisons are
failing in is quality education and re-entry programs
which focuses on the futures of prisoners after their
release, and helps them integrate into civil society.
“How are we helping people to market themselves when they come out of prison?” he asked.
“The reality is, people who have spent more than 16
years behind bars don’t even know how to work a
computer.”
McGreevey, who is currently the executive director of the Jersey City Employment and Training
Program, says Hudson County is working to make
improvements. Treatment starts behind bars. Upon
release, former prisoners go through intensive outpatient treatment programs, and live in sobriety houses
with strict rules and thorough education and employment training.
“McGreevey talked about the importance of
second chances,” said junior public relations major
Valerie Bell. “Those are crucial because we all make
mistakes.”
McGreevey stressed that America has to approach
justice differently, and that addiction treatment,
changing behaviors, and improving reentry programs
should be the preferred course of action for a better
success rate in prisons.
“We are all precious and valuable,” McGreevey
said. “When we throw away 2 million of our fellow
citizens, that’s a high cost to America’s conscience,
it’s a high cost to productivity, and we can simply do
better.”
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By Emily Klingman
N alluring combination of color and detail arrived in
the BLC Art Gallery last week, courtesy of the current
featured artist, Audrey Ushenko. Between her compelling artwork and mutual friends, Ushenko was a natural
choice for Art Gallery director and professor of art Harry Naar
to exhibit in a show entitled In Natural Habitat.
Between listening to recommendations and his own online
research, Naar selects artists for the gallery based on how much
attraction attendees will have to the artist’s work.
“I try and choose work that is interesting to look at and
exciting for our student body, the faculty and administrators,”
he said. “I think the kind of work that she is creating is really
quite visually exciting.”
In a conversation with Naar published in the Art Gallery’s
exhibit catalog, Ushenko tells him of some wisdom her father, a
metaphysician, passed down to her.
“I remember him telling me that we can’t know life has to
be carbon-based,” Ushenko said to Naar. “He taught me that
no one can prove something exists, but no one can prove it
doesn’t.”
In a description of one of her works, Whether on Ida’s Shady
Brow, Naar talks about how, despite many figures surrounding the man in the center painting, it can be said that none of
them are actually present.
“If you look at it a little bit longer, you’ll realize there are
some really strange things going on in this painting,” he said.
“If you look a
little bit further,
not only are they
strange, but they’re
really implausible
things. Another
conclusion could
be, ‘Wow, maybe
this artist is painting and
these figures aren’t really there, but they’re in his head.’”
Ushenko cites one of writer Elizabeth Bowen’s quotes as a

‘‘

description of how she starts her creative process.
— people move so differently.”
“She said she begins a novel with a vision of a room,” she
Working from real life is what Ushenko goes for when creatsaid. “That struck me, because I begin thinking of some sort of
ing her images, saying “What I need to observe — color, space
space. Then, the figures are conceptualized.”
relationships and structure — the camera cannot give to me.”
Many pieces of Ushenko’s collection feature a literary or
Above all, Ushenko’s interest in pictures is what people find
historical reference. Naar praises that aspect of her work, sayin her paintings: the tension line between conventional repreing it gives the pieces an even deeper level and meaning.
sentation and “the individual’s eccentric analysis of reality.”
“If you look longer at the work, a lot of the work is dealing
with mythology,” said Naar. “All of her paintings kind of tell a
The BLC Art Gallery will be hosting an artist’s talk with Audrey
story. Sometimes the story relates to very personal things, and
Ushenko about her exhibit entitled In Natural Habitat on Oct. 1.
sometimes the story relates to historical things. Or a combination of both.”
Ushenko describes it as a way to give the viewers an understanding of what they are looking at, while also keeping herself
out of the story.
“In novels, the authors create the characters,” she said.
Works from the Audrey Ushenko exhibit currently featured in the BLC Art Gallery.
“In the visual arts, narrative tends to be more autobioFrom above right to bottom left, clockwise: Homage to Mel Leipzig, Landscape with a
graphical. I want to avoid this, by invoking a frame of referParamedic Helicopter and Small Treasures.
ence that makes it possible for the viewer to understand.”
There are some pieces in the exhibit that include aspects of
Ushenko’s real life. One of these features her daughter, Emily,
at a young age, surrounded by beaded necklaces and other
trinkets, aptly named Small Treasures.
Another piece that is partially inspired by real life is from
when Ushenko was given the opportunity to paint in one of the
exhibition rooms of the New Jersey State Museum.
“I would never have thought of it, but working in a space
populated by art is a bit
eerie,” she said.
During that experience, she
was able to incorporate the
people who moved about the
room, something she enjoys
HARRY NAAR capturing in her paintings.
“I like transitional poses,
unstable actions as one
moves from one stable pose to another,” Ushenko said. “As I
observe the people who are to be painted, I make adjustments

Photos by Emily Kelley/ The Rider News

Life and fiction mix with colorful paintings in art exhibit

All of her paintings kind of tell a story. Sometimes the story relates to very personal things, and
sometimes the story relates to historical things.”

Audrey Ushenko presents this piece, titled Whether on Ida’s Shady Brow, along with some other pieces from her
collection. In Natural Habitat will be on display at Rider’s Art Gallery until Sunday, Oct. 25.

Barefoot and wearing sarong, student explores Fiji

T

W
Courtesy of Leighton Chen

By Kimberly Ortiz
HIS past weekend, Rider hosted the American
Repertory Ballet (ARB) as it held its first prformance, appropriately named Season Premiere,
featuring the works of several choreographers and
company dancers.
The first, Glazunov Variations, gave dancers a chance
to showcase their skills in a variety of ways.
With stunning choreography by Kirk Peterson,
each variation told a different story that expressed
emotion filled with leaps and turns, both from the
female and male dancers.
The second piece, Ephemeral Possessions, choreographed and costume designed by ARB’s Artistic
Director Douglas Martin, brought a mixture of love
and loss that could only be seen in a piece involving
a contemporary style of dance combined beautifully
with ballet.
The evening’s final performance, a fun, colorful Straight Up With a Twist, choreographed by Mary
Barton, gave a vibrant energy that had some audience
members laughing along at points.
Small sections of Spanish dance, designed by Kaila
Flexer, were also added to the performance to give it a
variety of movements to go along with the music.
ARB has been partnering with Rider University
for over 20 years. In addition to hosting its premiere
performances, this partnership has granted students in
the dance department the opportunity to take courses
for credit at the company’s Princeton Ballet School.
Douglas Martin, ARB’s artistic director, says the
relationship is possible because of the wide range
of class times. Students can choose from about 180
classes at the ballet school.
“The fact that you could do this morning, noon
and night gave the students a lot of freedom to
arrange their schedule,” he said.
The connection with the students was in fact
evident, as many were seen filing into the crowded
theater to view the performances.
Although Season Premiere focused on ballet,

Kirk Peterson’s intense piece, Glazunov Variations, is performed by ARB dancers during Season Premiere on Sept. 26.
Princeton Ballet School offers an array of classes
that dancers can take for leisure, or for course credit.
Classes such as hip hop, jazz, theater dance and even
Spanish dance are currently being offered at Princeton
Ballet School, all with ballet as the main foundation.
With a large faculty, including Rider’s own professor of dance Dr. Kimberly Vacarro, many of the
students are taught by faculty of both the university
and the school.
ARB’s executive director, Vanessa Logan, finds the
shared faculty to be an important part of the relationship between Rider and the institution.
“It’s truly extraordinary, and we’re trying to find
different ways that we can expand upon our existing

partnership,” Logan said.
As executive director, one of Logan’s roles is to
work closely with the active enrichment department,
such as reaching out to institutions like Rider. It also
includes working with Martin on the artistic aspect of
each ARB performance.
As the partnership between Rider and ARB continues to grow with more courses and opportunities,
Martin discussed a possiblility of offering classes during the summer season for course credit.

By Samantha Brandbergh
HEN senior sociology major Dana Bernardo
began her time at Rider, she knew she
wanted to study abroad.
Once the opportunity to study in Fiji
arose, Bernardo quickly realized that the island was
the location for her.
“At home, I had never hiked up a mountain in the
pouring rain while eating wild fruit in the jungle, but
it is one of my absolute best memories,” Bernardo
said.
Like many students, Bernardo was unsure at first
where to study.
“[The study abroad office] showed me all of my
options, but they didn’t feel quite right for me,” she
said.
However, Fiji’s tropical atmosphere and alluring
culture set it apart from other destinations Bernardo
was presented with.
“It was so different and exotic, and I knew I had to
do it,” she said.
Her motivation to take the next step, she said, was
the fact that she would be the first student from Rider
to study on the island.
In the Spring 2015 semester, Bernardo began her
adventure in Suva, Fiji, one of the Pacific Islands,
where she would study at The University of the South
Pacific (USP).
Although Bernardo was slightly concerned when
she discovered that Fiji is a developing country, she
was taken aback by the city-like feel that the capital
possessed.
“I went in with many different ideas of how I
thought life was going to be living there, but once I
got there, it was nothing like I assumed it would be,”
she said. “I was about a 10-minute walk away from
two supermarkets, which were located in a shopping
center, [where] we could go to the movies and shop.”
When Bernardo arrived at the university, she was

Courtesy of Dana Bernardo

American Repertory Ballet and Rider: strong dance partners

RE VIE W

Dana Bernardo shops and meets locals in the villages of Fiji.
introduced to new cultures, people and teaching styles.
“I really enjoyed school there, but what I loved
the most was the diversity,” she said. “USP housed
students from Tonga, Vanuatu, Papua New Guinea,
Solomon Islands, Marshall Islands, Tuvalu, Samoa
and many other Pacific islands. My professors were
also diverse, coming from Africa, Fiji and England.”
During her four-and-a-half month stay on the
island, Bernardo noticed many cultural differences in
the developing country, but managed to adapt to them
quickly.
“Fijians often wear sarongs, which are garments
worn around the waist like a skirt, and are worn by
both women and men,” she said. “Shoes are optional,
so it was not surprising to see someone in the supermarket, school or just walking down the street without
shoes. I quickly took to the cultural norm of wearing a

sarong and walking without shoes.”
Although the apartment Bernardo and her roommate shared provided them the luxuries of Wi-Fi, a
free washer and dryer and air conditioning, the villages in Fiji proved to be very different.
“The houses in the villages are made from tin, and
most have no doors and windows,” she said. “Sleeping
without a bed and not having a running bathroom was
difficult when I stayed in villages for some nights, but
it is really mind-blowing to see these people live without all the things we take for granted on a daily basis.”
For Bernardo, she surprised herself by how quickly
and easily she embraced the Fijian lifestyle.
“I wanted to be involved with their culture, and I
wanted to live just like them as much as I could,” she
said. “They were so welcoming, and some of the nicest people you will ever meet. I never felt like a visitor
anywhere I went.”
While in Fiji, Bernardo wasted no time getting
involved in organizations, including becoming the
secretary of the International Student Organization
and a member of the International Student Bollywood
Dance Team.
“We traveled all over Fiji doing different shows,”
she said. “[For] our last performance, we got the
chance to go to, for many of us, our first Indian wedding, which I will never forget.”
During her time in Fiji, Bernardo was taken out of
her comfort zone and learned the culture and a different way of life.
“I am so happy that I chose to study abroad, and
that I chose to do it in Fiji. If I could, I would do it
again in a heartbeat.”
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OFFICE OF
MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS
Unity + Diversity = University

October
Days WCC’s Jubilee Singers & March for Peace
08 Unity
Thurs., 7 to 8:30 p.m., BLC Theater to the Campus Mall
Starting at the BLC Theatre with singing by the Unashamed Gospel Choir, Praise Dancing,
and Westminster’s Jubilee Singers at 7:00 p.m., immediately following at 8 p.m.
on the Campus Mall, ending at Moore Library and the lighting of the Unity Candles.

FUNDED BY: MSAF (MANDATORY STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE)

Sept. 30, 2015
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Baligian nets two
in offensive clinic

F

IELD hockey’s offense continues to be the key to
success as the team exploded for six goals in its
lone game this past week.
Rider (7-2) defeated winless Colgate 6-1 after
five different Broncs scored in the second of five
straight non-conference road games.
Head Coach Lori Hussong was content with her
team’s result after being shut out for the first time this
season in the previous game against St. Francis.
“Our win against Colgate was a great way to
rebound from last weekend’s poor performance
against St. Francis,” Hussong said. “Everyone was
ready to play and it was great to see so many different
players contribute in helping us secure the win.”
The offensive barrage started when sophomore
forward Allison Baligian scored at 16:58 into the first
half to give Rider its first goal since Sept. 18.
Just under three and a half minutes later, Rider
scored twice thanks to sophomore forward Shannon
Hughes and junior midfielder Carlota Alsina.
Baligian continued to shine as she scored on a penalty stroke at 49:55 for her team-leading eighth goal
of the season.
Freshman forward Angie Price scored her fifth goal
of the year with less than 15 minutes left in the game
thanks to sophomore forward Lauren Bock’s assist to
give the Broncs a 5-0 lead. Colgate (0-10) would show
some life in the second half, but the Broncs cruised to
an easy win.
The Broncs continue their road trip with their next
games against two familiar rivals, Lock Haven (8-2,
1-2 Atlantic 10) on Oct. 2 and Drexel (1-6) on Oct. 4.
Hussong knew that this latest win was important to get
momentum for these two road games.
“This weekend will be a challenging weekend for
us and will test us to see if we are ready for conference
play,” Hussong said. “Lock Haven is having a really
good year so far and Drexel is traditionally a very
strong program. We are looking forward to competing
against them to see where we are and what we need to
improve upon before conference play begins.”

Neil Davis/The Rider News

By Carlos Toro

Rider students crowded the bleachers on Sept. 25, singing, dancing and cheering on their peers during the Friday Night Lights games.

Shining under Friday Night Lights

F

By Shanna O’Mara

RIDAY Night Lights returned to
campus for the third consecutive year, bringing football
and entertainment to Rider
students.
On Sept. 25, three flag football games were played at Ben
Cohen Field, featuring showdowns
between fraternities Tau Kappa
Epsilon and Sigma Phi Epsilon,
a game between members of the
sororities, as well as All-Stars from
the intramural flag football league.
“I loved that the coaches,
[senior business administration]
Bre’Quan Simon and [junior
accounting] Cory Fowler, decided
to mix up the players on the team
by putting members from every
sorority on a team together,” said
sophomore business administration major Demiera Lockhart.
“It allowed all of us to come out

WOMEN’S SOCCER

of our comfort zones and get to
trust and know each other as we
learned plays and practiced. Being
on the field with my sisters as well
as the lovely ladies of the other
sororities was so much fun. The
friendly competition among the
teams made for a great game.”
The teams battled it out in
volunteer-based games which also
featured a performance by The
Rider Dance Team and entertainment provided by 107.7 The Bronc.
“I volunteered to participate
because I have experience from
playing on a flag football team
in elementary and high school,”
Lockhart said. “I felt it would only
be right if I stepped up and represented my organization.”
The crowd featured an array
of students and staff who came
to support the players and enjoy
a night of sports, music and free

food from Chickie’s & Pete’s.
“The atmosphere was great. A
lot of people went to the games
and cheered everyone on,” said
sophomore player Cole Nelson,
global supply chain management
major. “People from all Greek
organizations were there.”
Lockhart explained what it
meant to have her friends cheering
in the stands.
“It was an amazing game
even though my team was losing
at first,” she said, “but we came
back, and it was a back-and-forth
battle until the end. I loved how
everyone’s athletic capabilities
were on different levels, but once
we got on the field, it all somehow came together. In the end,
everyone made a few new friends.
It was great to see Greeks as well
as [other] Rider students support
each other from the sidelines.”

MEN’S SOCCER

Sly Foxes shut out Broncs Flath’s fast starts remain key

T

By Brandon Scalea
HE women’s

soccer team was dealt
its first MAAC loss of the season
on Sept. 26 by its oldest conference rival, and a team that always
gives the Broncs trouble.
Marist (2-6-1, 1-1 MAAC) only
needed one goal to hold off the defending conference champions at their
home field in Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
Head Coach Drayson Hounsome
made no excuses following the disappointing loss, and was particulary
impressed with the defensive play of
the Red Foxes.
“It was a close game and Marist
was able to score on their best chance.”
Hounsome said. “We had several good
chances but their keeper performed to
a higher level. So it’s a disappointment
to not take the three points because we
were close to doing so.”
Rider has been the team to beat this
season, leading to some really tough
battles on the turf.
“We obviously have a huge target on
our back since we’re trying to repeat
as champions,” sophomore forward
Carissa Sanchez said. “We just need
to come out a little bit stronger and be
prepared for the fight.”
That goal came only five minutes
into the game off a quick shot by
Marist’s freshman forward Kristen
Reilly that beat two-time MAAC

Defensive Player of the Week BethanyMay Howard.
With seemingly the entire game left
to knot things back up, the Broncs (4-4,
1-1 MAAC) looked to take advantage
of the young Red Fox team. Marist,
however, would continue to hold the
advantage in shot total, 13-10, and
shots on goal, 7-5.
Sanchez believed the opportunities
were there for the Broncs.
“Offensively we had our chances,
but we just couldn’t finish,” Sanchez
said. “We’ve been so great this season
taking advantage and connecting on
our opportunities but we just couldn’t
do it against Marist.”
Marist’s win on Saturday was its first
of the season since late August, but its
fourth straight against Rider dating
back to 2012.
Hounsome believes it is critical to
take advantage of games like this by
building off the mistakes.
“Errors are a necessity to improve
and get better for when the games
become more important,” he said. “We
are continuing to work players back
into the lineup who haven’t kicked a
ball for a month to six months because
of injury.”
The Broncs will look to regroup on
Sept. 30 when they play host to in-state
MAAC rival St. Peter’s.

O

By Shariq Marshall
N Sept.

23, the men’s soccer
team faced off against the NJIT
Highlanders (2-4-1) at home.
Rider got off to a quick offensive start in the first half, with a goal
1:40 into the game. Senior forward
Justin Veltri scored an off rebound
goal assisted by sophomore forward
Elliott Otmani.
Fast starts and ball possessions seem
to be Rider’s game, according to Head
Coach Charlie Inverso.
“Our game is a lot built on possessing the ball and moving it quick,
trying to break the other team down,”
he said. “We did that and got an early
goal, which is always good.”
It was a defensive game during the
rest of the first half as neither team
scored a goal.
The second and final goal of the
game did not occur until the middle of
the second half (69:32). Junior midfielder Christian Flath scored by striking a direct kick from 23 yards out for
the Broncs which put them up 2-0.
“We came back strong in the second
half, scored another goal, didn’t give
up any goals and played good defensively and offensively,” Flath said.
Junior goalkeeper David Pastuna
played all 90 minutes of the game and
gave up no goals with two saves. This

was his first shutout of the season and
his seventh at Rider.
The Broncs held this lead for the
rest of the game and came out with a
2-0 victory over the Highlanders.
On Sept. 26, the men’s soccer team
celebrated Alumni Day while competing in its first Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference game against Marist
(3-5, 1-0 MAAC). It was a slow start
for both teams from an offensive and
defensive standpoint. Rider attempted
only three shots in the first half and all
were stopped by Marist.
The first goal of the game came
unexpectedly with 39 seconds left
in the first half and unfortunately
it wasn’t the Broncs’. The first half
ended with the Broncs behind 1-0.
Rider played with a bit more energy
in the second half, attempting seven
more shots than in the first, and all
were defended. Late in the game, similar to the first unexpected goal, Marist
scored with two minutes left in the
game. This put the team up 2-0, which
is how the game ended.
The win for the Red Foxes ended a
four-year drought in which they could
not beat the Broncs. The next game
for men’s soccer is away against Saint
Peter’s on Sept. 30 and following that,
Rider will travel to Iona on Oct. 3.
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VOLLE YBALL

T

By Shanna O’Mara
HE volleyball

team had a weekend
for the record books, defeating
Marist for the first time in five
years, as well as Siena for the first
time in 11.
Coming off a rough game against
Farleigh Dickinson last week, the
Broncs put that upset behind them,
moving to 4-0 in the MAAC.
A new attitude transferred into the
weekend as the women took on Marist
at home on Sept. 26. Sophomore setter
Veronica Koval led the team again with
26 assists, helping the team beat its
conference rival 25-18, 23-25, 25-14,
25-17.
“Going into the game, we all had
the mindset that we could do something
great,” Koval said. “The feeling of winning is always amazing, but to beat a
team you have not beaten in five years
felt more than just a win, it felt like an
accomplishment.”
Senior setter Brandie Hill contributed 25 assists, strengthening the
offense while the team relied on attacks
from freshman right-side hitter Hailey
Riede, junior middle-hitter Kaitlyn
Griffin, junior outside hitter Ryan
Ackermann and sophomore right-side
hitter Jennifer Borio. Combined, these
women totaled 47 kills.
“They’ve worked tremendously
hard,” Head Coach Christopher
Feliciano said. “They were diligent with

paying attention to detail as we prepared. They executed each game plan
very well.”
So far this season, the seniors
have been leading the rookies toward
improvement in play, resulting in
victories.
“Brandie and [senior middle-hitter
Nicole] Moorman have done a phenomenal job leading our program,”
Feliciano said.
On Sept. 27, the Broncs hosted
Siena, the only other undefeated team
in conference play.
“After celebrating the win over
Marist, we all knew we had a job to do
the next day,” Koval said. “Siena was
next. Coming off of a huge win just
gave us momentum for them.”
The Saints fought hard for their
untarnished record, evening the score
20 times throughout the game, but
couldn’t hold up against the Broncs
(9-9, 4-0 MAAC). The back-and-forth
match saw Riede step up to lead the
team with a .412 attack percentage, 15
kills, six blocks and four digs.
“We all knew that Siena would come
out hard,” Koval said, “and we were
prepared for it.”
Sophomore defensive specialist
Emma Aldaya had 23 digs throughout
the game. Moorman blocked Siena’s
offense seven times to keep Rider ahead
of the opponent.
In the fifth and deciding set, Rider

Brian D. Solomon/Rider University

Curses lift: Broncs edge Marist, Siena

Sophomore defensive specialist Emma Aldaya goes up for a serve in a win against Siena on Sept. 27.
trailed 13-11 but came back with
four straight kills from Riede, Hill,
Ackermann and Borio.
“Taking a win from the defending
conference champs, and a team that
we have not beaten in 11 years, just put
the icing on the cake for this weekend,”
Koval said. “It’s exciting to make a
statement like this early in the season, but we have to keep working. I’m
excited to see where we end up at the
end of the season.”
On Sept. 23, despite beating
Fairleigh Dickinson in the first two sets,
25-19 and 25-23, the volleyball team
lost the best-of-five match.

The Broncs held a six-point lead in
the second match, but FDU quickly
gained momentum. This carried them
through the final three sets to beat
Rider.
Freshman outside hitter Catie
Harding excelled with 16 kills and 12
digs. Aldaya added 29 digs while Koval
contributed 27 of her own.
“We have to make sure we remain
focused,” Koval said. “We have to keep
working hard and getting better.”
The Broncs have won 12 of the last
15 matches at home and hope to continue with upcoming matches against
Quinnipiac and Fairfield.

ICE HOCKE Y

Club hockey splits opening games, shines offensively

A

By Carlos Toro
FTER last

year’s impressive run in the MACHA
playoffs, the Rider club ice hockey team faced
off for the first time in its 2015-16 campaign,
beating West Chester on Sept. 26 before losing
the home opener to William Paterson the following day.
Head Coach Sean Levin said that despite the loss
on Sept. 27, he is still happy with the team’s progress
after two games.
“In five of the six periods we played this season,
we only gave up four goals,” Levin said. “Overall,
we had a strong weekend minus the third period of
Sunday’s game. There were a lot of positives from
our weekend, and we saw contributions from both the
offense and defense.”
After a scoreless first period at West Chester,
Rider’s offense lit up in the second period, netting
three goals. The first of the season came from sophomore forward Christopher Johnson around the 11:00
mark of the period.
On a power play, the Broncs were able to extend
the lead further. Sophomore forward Michael Katz
notched his first goal of the season to make it 2-0,
followed by a wrist shot into the upper left corner by
junior defenseman Brett Ansbacher at 7:24 to make it
3-0.
The game was highly physical, with players from
both teams earning time in the penalty box, but it did
not stop Rider from flashing its offense, outshooting
West Chester 18-9 after two periods.
Rider wrapped up its opening game victory after
sophomore forward John Martino scored with 6:04
left, thanks to an assist by Chris Daley, to seal the 4-1
win.
Martino said that prior to scoring, he and Daley
discussed how much they needed an insurance goal to

put West Chester away for good.
“Daley came up to me and said, ‘We need one,
let’s stay aggressive here and keep the shift offensive,’”
Martino said. “As the play developed, he hit me with
a great pass and then served as a distraction to the
defender taking him wide. I cut across the crease and
put it in backhand.”
Freshman goaltender C.J. Lineman picked up the
win in his collegiate hockey debut.
The following day, the Broncs opened at Louck’s
Ice Center for the first time this season as they took on
perennial club program William Paterson, winners of
the SECHL championship four of the last six seasons.
The game started off on an impressive note for
Rider, scoring two goals in the first period for a quick
2-0 lead. Senior forward Larry Walker scored the first
goal after a William Paterson penalty.
The second goal was scored by freshman defenseman Sean Hart, who also assisted on the first goal.
After a William Paterson goal in the second period
to cut the lead in half, Rider responded again when
Johnson scored on his second goal in as many games
to improve the lead to 3-1.
Unfortunately, that was the extent of Rider’s
advantage. In what was remaining in the second and
third periods, William Paterson erupted for six unanswered goals to cap off a 7-3 win.
The tying goal for William Paterson came late in
the second period on a beautiful set-up at the doorstep
in which Lineman had no chance.
The momentum would never swing back. William
Paterson’s offense exploded in the final period with
four of its six unanswered goals.
Ansbacher feels that his team was able to make a
statement regardless of the game’s final score.
“There was a lot of talk coming into the game

about how good [William Paterson] was,” he said.
“We kind of wanted to show that we deserved some
respect as well. The game got away from us a little bit
at the end, but I think we showed that we can compete
with anyone. We have a good team with a lot of depth
that just needs to gel a little bit more.”
Johnson felt that the goals against his team in the
second period essentially deflated his team’s morale.
“I think we played well for a long time against one
of the top teams in the country,” Johnson said. “But
sadly, after we went down by a goal, our team gets
down on themselves when we shouldn’t be. And after
that, we just did not play the same as how we were for
the first two periods.”
Johnson believes that the team has the potential
to do well this year, but it is just a matter of coming
together and building chemistry.
“I think we all just need to want it,” Johnson said.
“We have a good group of guys that are going to do
well together. We just have to take one game at a time,
day by day, and we’re going to do just fine.”
Rider will begin a two-game road trip in Maryland
against the University of Maryland on Oct. 2 and
Maryland, Baltimore County on Oct. 3.
“We’re playing two strong teams this weekend,”
Levin said. “It’ll be a great test for our team and see if
we’re able to bounce back from the game on Sunday.
It will also be a great opportunity for the team to
continue bonding since it’ll be the first road trip of the
season. These trips help the team come together and
build the ‘family’ and ‘brotherhood’ concept we strive
to achieve.”
Additional reporting by Brandon Scalea

